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“Each day, pilots are asked to take all sizes and types
of vessels through narrow channels in congested
waters where one miscalculation could mean disaster. They are trained, highly professional individuals,
whose judgments must be spot-on for the hundreds
of decisions they must make at every turn to bring a
vessel safely to its berth or out to sea.”
REAR ADMIRAL BRIAN SALERNO, U.S. Coast Guard Assistant
Commandant for Marine Safety, Security and Stewardship

Many people who watch a large oceangoing (typically
foreign) ship moving in one of this nation’s ports or waterways have no idea that a local citizen is on the bridge
of that ship assisting its navigation. That person is a
ship pilot, an individual occupying one of the most important but least-known positions in the maritime industry. Pilots are highly trained experts in ship
navigation in confined waters and possess extensive
knowledge of local conditions. Their role is to protect
the people, economy, and environment of their area by
guiding ships safely and expeditiously through the waters of their regions.

This is a difficult, demanding, and dangerous job with
heavy responsibilities. It is, however, rewarding and
highly respected. Pilots are considered the elite of the
mariner profession.

What Is a Ship Pilot?
There are many uses of the term “pilot,” even within
the maritime industry. The type addressed in this article is the traditional and most common use of the
term—an individual who is not a member of a vessel’s
crew, but one who comes aboard to help navigate the
vessel in or out of port.
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The pilot typically boards an inbound vessel by transferring from a pilot boat at a designated point at sea
and climbing a ladder rigged over the side of the vessel. On an outbound vessel, the pilot will board at the
dock and then disembark at the designated point at sea
via the ladder to a waiting pilot boat below. In some
places today, pilots may use a helicopter for boarding
and disembarking. Whether by pilot boat or by helicopter, the pilot transfer can be a dangerous operation,
particularly in severe weather conditions.

When the pilot arrives on the bridge of a vessel, he or
she conducts a conference with the ship’s master, exchanging information about the ship and the upcoming
voyage through the pilotage area. The pilot then directs
the navigation of the vessel, typically giving helm and
engine commands directly to the bridge crew, subject to
the master’s overall command of the vessel and ultimate responsibility for its safety. The pilot is independent of the vessel and its owner but must work with the
people on the vessel to ensure a safe voyage. In this regard, pilots must balance their public responsibilities
with the need to provide good service to the vessels.
Pilots often serve on vessels they have never or rarely
encountered before and must work closely with foreign
crews with cultural differences and limited English language skills. Despite those challenges, pilots must
quickly establish a smooth, cooperative working relationship with the people they encounter on the bridge
and must project a calm, reassuring command presence. This is considered part of the “art” of piloting.

Life as a Pilot
Pilotage is a service performed by a licensed professional. Pilots are independent contractors, but belong
to an association with other pilots in the port or pilotage
region. The typical association maintains and operates
one or more offices and pilot stations, pilot boats, dispatch systems, electronic equipment, administrative
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Puget Sound Pilot
Captain
Norman
Werner at the conn.
The ship's master is
on the left. Photo
courtesy of the American Pilots' Association.

out a piloting assignment, and then, depending on the
rotation and work rules, either take a return assignment
or go home or to a pilot station to rest and await the
next assignment.
Professional Prerequisites
The pilotage of international trade vessels, both foreign-flag and U.S.-flag, is regulated by the coastal
states, each of which maintains a pilotage system suited
to the needs and circumstances of its own waters. Pilots who operate under such a system are known as
state pilots. Pilots of international trade ships in the
Great Lakes are regulated by the Coast Guard, because
sharing the system with Canada precludes individual
state regulation. The Great Lakes pilotage system is
modeled after the state system, featuring a “registration” issued to a pilot by the Coast Guard as the rough
equivalent of a state pilot license.
Each state pilot holds two pilot licenses—one issued by
the state, and one issued by the federal government
(Coast Guard). For state pilots, the federal license acts
as the national minimum standard. In many states, it is
a requirement for admission to a state training program. In other states, particularly those with longer
training programs, the individual earns a federal license as one step in the state training program.

Captain Mike Lupton, Pascagoula Bar Pilots, makes
the transfer from pilot boat to ship's ladder. Photo
courtesy of the American Pilots' Association.

services, and other features of a modern pilotage operation. Pilots earn fees paid by the vessels that use them
according to published tariff rates. The fees are billed
and collected by the association, which then pays the
joint expenses of the pilotage operation and divides the
remainder among the pilots.
Each pilot works in a rotation administered by the association. The rotation is designed to ensure that the
work is divided equally, so that each pilot gets adequate rest and experience in all types of piloting assignments. A pilot can be dispatched to a job at any
time of night or day, and pilot associations are required
to make a pilot available to every vessel that requires a
pilot without delay or discrimination. This means that
pilots work irregular hours, often at night and on weekends and holidays.

After receiving notice of an assignment from the dispatch service, pilots make their way to vessels, carry
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How to Become a Pilot
Each state maintains its own process for soliciting and
accepting applications for new pilot positions and selecting among the applicants. In addition, each state
limits the number of pilot positions so that all pilots get
sufficient experience, and the pilot association can be
assured of the revenues needed to maintain a modern
public service pilotage operation.

A state pilot license requires considerably more experience and training over and above the federal license. Pilot
trainees under both the state and Great Lakes systems
learn in a traditional apprenticeship-type format with
hands-on training under the direction of senior pilots. A
trainee may make hundreds or, in some cases, thousands
of instructional trips before being allowed to pilot “solo.”
At some point in most programs, the trainee will receive a deputy pilot license, allowing the individual to
pilot vessels of limited size or type. The deputy will
continue to make instructional trips with senior pilots
on vessels outside of the limits of the deputy license
while gradually upgrading the deputy license for work
on larger and different types of vessels.
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The length and content of the training program varies
from state to state and, in some places, from pilotage
area to pilotage area within a state. This is generally a
function of the prior experience, background, and qualifications required for admission to the program. Variations in those requirements, in turn, are a function of the
particular needs and demands of pilotage in an area.

Some states require prior experience as an officer—or
even as a master—on oceangoing vessels. Some states
require service on a towing vessel or allow that as an
option. Some states will accept individuals without any
prior mariner experience. As can be expected, those
states that accept individuals with little or no prior vessel service experience have longer training programs.
The time it takes to complete a state training program
and become a full pilot may range from one to two
years, if the candidate meets that area’s considerable
prior vessel experience requirements. In places that
train pilots “from the ground up,” this process may
take up to nine years.

The traditional hands-on training of new pilots is supplemented by modern classroom and simulation instruction. In addition, state pilots and Great Lakes
pilots must also meet rigorous continuing training and
professional development requirements throughout
their careers. Training, both initial and continuing, features courses in bridge resource management (approved by the American Pilots’ Association), electronic
navigation, emergency shiphandling, legal aspects of
pilotage, and a number of other subjects. Simulation
training is offered on manned models, full mission or
partial bridge simulators, and personal computers.

A Look to the Future
The piloting profession is committed to staying in the
forefront of advanced navigation technology. Pilots are
trained in the latest types of navigation equipment and
have first-hand experience using advanced technology
and incorporating it into their piloting practices. Some
of the most innovative uses of modern electronic navigation today are being handled by pilots. Pilots, therefore, are expected to remain current in the latest
navigation technology and practices.

The operations of state pilots, as well as their training
and piloting activities, are regulated closely by the applicable state pilotage authority for the specific pilotage
region. In all coastal states but one, this authority is a
pilot commission, which is a governmental entity established under the state pilotage statute.
www.uscg.mil/proceedings

Pilots are … indispensable cogs in
the transportation system of
every maritime
economy. Their
work
prevents
traffic congestion
and
accidents
that would impair
navigation in and
to ports. It affects
the safety of lives
and cargo, the
cost and time expended in port
calls, and, in
some measure,
the competitive
attractiveness of
particular ports.

CAPT Jeffrey S. Lee,
commanding officer of
the high endurance cutter Hamilton, watches
as the crew makes
preparations for a Panamanian pilot to embark
the ship. U.S. Coast
Guard photo by Petty Officer Jetta H. Disco.

Harbor pilot Michael Jaccoma, left in both pictures, brings an
inbound cruise ship through the port of Miami. USCG photos by
Mr. Telfair Brown, Sr.

Pilots commute to work
via a pilot boat, which will
come alongside the ship
to either put a pilot on or
take a pilot off via the
ship's pilot ladder. These
specially designed highspeed boats are an integral component of a
pilotage operation. Photo
courtesy of the American
Pilots' Association.

An essential feature of new pilot training is traditional "handson" instruction from a senior pilot during actual piloting assignments. Here, Houston Pilot Captain Paul Bartholomey (in red
shirt) passes on local knowledge to deputy pilot Captain Gilbert
Martinez. Photo courtesy of Mr. Lou Vest.

Most pilot commissions have a mixed membership,
composed of representatives of ship operators, port interests, environmental groups, pilots, government agencies, and the public. The commission selects individuals
for admission to a training program, oversees the training program, issues licenses, investigates accidents involving pilots or complaints filed against pilots, and
oversees the various aspects of the pilotage operation.
State pilots are also subject to considerable regulation
and oversight by the Coast Guard, primarily through
the standards for maintaining the federal pilot license
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and federal and international navigation regulations.
In addition, pilots work closely with the local Coast
Guard commands to best achieve their respective responsibilities for navigation safety and to assist the
Coast Guard in its security missions.
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